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 Son Gohan) do battle on a multinational level . The Legendary Super Saiyan form of Gohan is an essential part of the anime's series. He is a character that has had a multitude of transformations. Starting from a tailed, demigod like form, Gohan gets the ability to control ki and transform into a Super Saiyan. Through transformations and the growing up of the series, Gohan's form has grown. Gohan's
form has gone from a first level Super Saiyan to a second level Super Saiyan, then a Super Saiyan God, then a Super Saiyan God Super Saiyan and even more recently, he has reached the third level of power. History Dragon Ball Z: Dead Zone Main article: Dragon Ball Z: Dead Zone The super power of the four Super Saiyans (Goku, Gohan, Vegeta and . Son Gohan) appears again when they enter the

World Martial Arts Tournament where they encounter one of the black members of the tournament . The four enter the fight and eliminate the . This was the only time that the four Super Saiyans faced one another in a battle. Dragon Ball Z: Fusion Reborn Main article: Dragon Ball Z: Fusion Reborn Gohan has a Super Saiyan appearance in this film. It is the first appearance of Gohan in his Super
Saiyan form in the live-action films. The Super Saiyan form is to be used when Gohan's ki is so great that he cannot handle it any longer. Dragon Ball Z: Wrath of the Dragon Main article: Dragon Ball Z: Wrath of the Dragon Gohan appears to be in his Super Saiyan form as a free-roaming, non-super powered teenager, though the events of Dragon Ball Z: Wrath of the Dragon suggest that Gohan may
already be in his Super Saiyan 2 form. In this movie, he fights together with Goku, Vegeta and . His Super Saiyan 3 form appears as the movie climax. Dragon Ball GT Main article: Dragon Ball GT Gohan is absent from the beginning of Dragon Ball GT and the rest of the series until he appears in the second Dragon Ball GT movie, Dokkan Battle. In that movie, Gohan appears to be a teenager at the

beginning of the movie, but by the time he becomes a Super Saiyan, he already looks a lot older. He also develops a full mustache, though this is changed back to a goatee by the end of the 520fdb1ae7
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